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Abstract
A rich research base suggests that high-stakes tests reforms serve as vehicles
for promoting quality of learning, standards of teaching, and credible forms
of accountability. Iran’s last decade policies to reform its University
Entrance Examinations (UEEs) heralded such a case. What sparked off this
reform was the long-lasting pernicious impact of the UEEs on curriculum,
instruction, learning, and on societal values and access to the upward social
mobility. However, attempts to introduce intended changes are often not as
effective as their planners hoped. A scrutiny of change ‘antecedent
conditions’ as well as its initial ‘process of diffusion’ i.e., a ‘baseline study’
will ameliorate such a failure (Weir & Roberts, 1994, Fekete et al, 1999).
Assessing the feasibility of the UEEs reform through such a ‘baseline study’
is a gap in Iran’s reform initiatives. As such, the authors applied
Henrichsen’s (1989) Hybrid Diffusion Model (HDM), underscoring an
awareness of and a need for evaluation of any changed program from a
multiplex of factors, as its theoretical framework to critically evaluate the
reformed program. The paper thus first presents the policy deliberations and
steering National Documents that pushed through an assessment-led reform
in Iran’s education. Then it sketches a detailed discussion of the contextual
policies and practices of the long-lasting UEEs program, its alternative and
associated stakes. While the results highlight key political dynamics which
drove national policymaking, they are suggestive of the challenges,
controversies, and risks that thwart the success rate of ideals intended by the
underpinning policies.
Keywords: High-Stakes Tests; Assessment-Led
Consequences; Students’ Background Records.
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also

meaningful

Over the past four decades, Iran has taken

integration of constructivism in both

several piecemeal efforts to modify its

teaching pedagogy and assessment of

educational system and improve the quality

students’ learning in its new conception.

of its outcomes. Although some of these

(Iran’s

endeavors

and

Document of National Curriculum-DNC,

occasionally overlapping, their effects did

2010). Notably, such macro-concerns that

not

have been largely overlooked both at

have

always

improvement

been

lead
but

integrative

into
may

substantial
simply

learning,

for

1. Introduction

20-Year

Vision,

2005;

an

The

general education and higher education

into

reordering or superficial modifications of

alike

the status quo. As such, a litany of

widespread supports. These policies, in a

criticisms

relative

parallel fashion, not only have drastically

dissatisfactions with schooling quality,

pushed through curriculum reform but

outcomes,

also indispensably put assessment reform

provoked

and

by

outcome-measurement

for

years,

place

too.

recently

The

received

system on the one hand, and a leap for

in

lining up with globalization as ‘a transition

simultaneity

into third millennium’ (Water, 1995) on

reforms in this sense can be clearly

another hand, crystallized an essential

endorsed

reform mission for the country to embark

accountability of the country that, in turn,

on. The general reform wave that has swept

induces

over the country by the policy deliberation

curriculum,

councils since 2001’s academic debates

Indeed, despite the allegedly balanced

patently portray reform initiatives in many

reciprocity

between

areas of education from policy to practice,

curriculum

and

from curriculum to assessment.

measurement system, the balance has

of

by

legitimacy

of

curriculum-assessment

a

diverse

rather

test-driven

consequences

instruction,

and

the
the

on

learning.

national
educational

To address public concerns about the

tilted toward measurement or testing

quality of education and its outcomes, the

system due to much reliance on large-

turn of the century in Iran, thus, heralded

scale testing such as University Entrance

radical policy-making enterprises to opt

Examinations (UEEs) or High school

for learner’s active, life-long, constructive

National Achievement Exams (HNAEs) as
98
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the stake is so much high throughout the

content, focus, organization, and time

country particularly for the UEEs.

allocation for its content, and components

Given such a sensitive stake of the

skills. The reformed curriculum trounces

UEEs that cannot be seen without serious

the flaws of the existing practiced and

consequences on curriculum, instruction,

learned curriculum; integrates challenging

and learning, it would not seem too much

academic

of an exaggeration to say that tests-based

achievement standards; congregates the

reform as a far-reaching and high-stake

technology era’s emerging needs, national

policy is a prime candidate for promoting

identity, local realities, and interests; and

the quality of curriculum, teaching, and

corrects for any disparity known to foster

learning in this country. Regarding this

rote-, or mechanical learning.

contents,

skills,

and

strong impact of the UEEs program, it is

Main drives for these curricular and

worth mentioning here that tests alteration

structural alterations, as its proponents

of any type should come aligned with the

called, are traced in theoretical and value-

intended

country.

laden foundations of religious education;

Suffice here to mention that necessary

local and national potentials; successful

taskforces

and thriving experiences of other nations’

curriculum of

for

the

reinventing

and

restructuring of the existing curriculum

education;

were

finally,

approaches and methods; intention to plan

painstaking endeavors resulted into the

a comprehensive science map for the

development of the DNC which has been

country

recently finalized after its 10th revision. As

engineering” in general education; and

an

finally needs and new demands of the

formed in

important

2006,

and

steering documents

of

innovations

as

part

2010:

the

curricular

“cultural

education besides the three others (i.e.,

country

The Philosophy of Education in the

prominently, along with such vein of

Islamic Republic of Iran; Fundamental

reform-led movements, the recent 6-year

Principles in Islamic Education; and The

debates on tests-driven accountability

Roadmap of the Official and General

ushered in a fundamental reform the UEEs

Educational System-ROGES, 2009), the

program which has over decades been

DNC has enjoyed serious alterations in

boosted by a chronic testing hegemony.
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Such a coincidence of curriculum and

Bozorgi, 2006; Shojaee & Gholipour,

assessment reforms in the past six years

2005; Hajforoush, 2002) persuasively

will

impede

recommended for a policy remedy to

‘curriculum shrinkage’ observed in our

supplant the One-shot centralized gate-

education for more than four decades. In

keeper UEEs with a more sound and

clear words, as long as the UEEs are used

standard measure such as NAEP- National

for important decision makings about

Assessment Educational Progress tests

university entrance, they have immense

practiced in many countries (letters to the

importance for the people and institutions

Research Center of the Parliament-RCP,

involved so that they will continuously

2004-2009)

endure narrowing the reformed curriculum

practices and performances within high

as before. In a recent review of literature,

school contexts over years of schooling.

a number of researchers (see for e.g.,

Out of this educational venture, emerged a

Decker & Bolt, 2008; Kikuchi & Browne,

national proposal for student selection

2009; Munoz & Alvarez, 2010; Wall &

whose official realization and application

Horak, 2008) show how high-stake tests

not only brings an alignment focus on the

of this kind will bring about a more equal

standards of the new curriculum but as has

curriculum by making a renewed focus on

been rightly put forward by some scholars

what is measured by that test. Part of such

(e.g., Black and Williams, 1998; Darling-

debates over ‘test washback’ or ‘test

Hammond,

impact’

negative

Kornhaber, 2004; Wiggins, 1998) no

consequences of high-stakes tests on the

longer confines students’ performances

curriculum, teachers, learners, and other

only to the context of a single test like the

stakeholders involved. Nevertheless, a

apparently flawed UEEs.

positive picture of consequences has been

Hence, in an attempt to wipe out and guard

also reported in this literature.

against

have

the

potential

derives

from

to

a

that

mirrors

Ancess,

wide

&

array

consecutive

Falk,

of

2001;

negative

Inspired by such an argument threads,

consequences that the UEEs have provoked,

proponents of testing-based reforms in the

to enhance students’ learning, or to remove

country in a lively collaboration with

the shackles that promote the passive rote-

those critics of the UEEs (e.g, Kia &

learning spirit as an inherent consequence
100
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of the UEEs’ structures, contents, and

country, an increasing social concern is

items, ‘The Act of Student Admission to

raised calling seriously for an evidence-

Universities’

was

based

Parliament’s

policymakers

passed

by

evaluation

of

the

reformed

2007.

admission program. More rational for

students’

evaluation of such a new program comes

academic/schooling record will replace the

from Brienbaum’s (2007) quote that ‘the

UEEs scores. This record is an aggregation

road from theory to practice is a rocky

of their high school GPAs-cumulated from

one’ showing the unorthodoxy in practices

their successive performances on four

of the formulated policies, also from a

HNAEs

pressing

According

to

this

(High

in

the

Act,

school

National

need

to

apply

broader

Achievement Examinations) together with

evaluative

any extra-curricular activities, national or

Henrichsen’s Hybrid Diffusion Model-

international records, awards, etc. The Act

HDM

will come into its entire force as part of the

awareness and evaluation of many factors

statewide

(e.g.

accountability

in

2012-13;

framework

a

(1989)

that

people,

such

underscores

channel,

and

as

an

process

nonetheless, its primary implementation

involved) interplaying in a given changed

started in the mid of 2011 when only 25%

context. Working on innovation and

of the total university entrance scores were

change theories, HDM is copious enough

accounted

to assess the feasibility and the amount of

for

by

students’

academic

backgrounds in terms of their GPAs.

risks of a new test or assessment mode

Needless to mention that such reform
waves

have

not

occurred

without

through

evaluating

process,

and

the

potential

antecedent,
consequences

considerable controversies and challenges.

features of that new test or assessment

Typically, even though high-stake tests are

(See Graph 1).

reported to function as “levers for change”

Therefore,

to

meet

the

complex

(Alderson, 1986b); there is a substantial

relationship between the ideals and reals,

debate about whether their change will

i.e., the ‘ideal policies’ decided upon

best meet the intended policies of the

through reforming the UEEs program and

positive impacts or consequences. As to

the ‘real current practice’s, and to

this, with new educational policy of the

scrutinize whether the ideals address the
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challenges of today’s educational reals, it

present

‘reform-based

assessment’

is quite crucial that the present assessment

movement as early as possible.

reform be monitored not only on its
outcomes/consequences

but

‘planning

implementation

and

initial

on

its

2.Assessment-Led

Reform:

Global

Perspectives & Local Priorities

phases’ (Kennedy, 1988) as well. This a-

Parallel to curricular reform, an intense

priori evaluation of the two phases before

debate

evaluation of the final ‘completion phase’

educational measurement system of the

(Kennedy, 1988) of the new program not

country was also sparked off in mid last

only illuminates whether this alternative

decade. Given the premise that assessment

facilitates

quality

is important for obtaining a picture of

promotion in education and learning

curricular goals and quality (Cheng, 1999;

which is intended by policymakers, but

Honig, 1987; Noble & Smith, 1994b;

provides evidence for the assertion that

Popham, 1987), an immediate need for

unevaluated change programs before their

altering

final completion phase may turn the

measures is significantly apparent from

programs become ‘seriously threatened, or

the commonalities found in “Outcomes

even worse thwarted’(Stoynoff, 1989: 17).

Assessment, and Evaluation” sections

or

impedes

the

In accord with these perspectives and

on

its

sketched

by

reforming

the

conventional

Iran’s

general

forms

recent

and

national

aims, the article first provides a telescoped

documents. More specifically, ROGES

account of the rise of the UEEs reform

(2009: 26, 36, 42) and DNC (2010, p. 126-

policies of Iran, exploring the incentives

139)

that stirred such an urgent alteration in the

assessment policies with an implied

testing agenda serving the UEEs purposes.

proposal for changing the current testing

Then, taking the Henrichsen’s HDM

system of the two ministries of Education

multi-dimensional framework as a vantage

and Higher Education. Although there

point, main challenges and controversies

were some thought-provoking reports

of the new admission program will be

about the relative flawed measurement

critically sketched with a serious eye on

systems employed over the years by the

an imperative need for examining the

two ministries, the idea of changing the
102
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Immediate—delayed
Direct—indirect
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Functional—dysfunctional

Source

Continuation

Message (Innovation)
Characteristic of the
users of the innovation

Adoption

Plans & Strategies

Discontinuation

Channels of Communication
Decision
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ANTECEDENTS

Traditional
pedagogical practices

Receiver
Experience of
Previous reformers

Awareness

Interest

Confirmation

Evaluation
Later
Adoption
Rejection

Factors which facilitate/hinder change
Within
Innovation

Within
Resource
system

Within
user
system

Continued
Rejection

Interelementa
l factors

Fig 1 Henrichsen (1989) Hybrid Model of the Diffusion/Implementation Process

existing testing policies and practices for

UEEs was a “Proposal for Changing the

Entry criteria of the universities was not

Public University Entrance Examinations”

given a real formal shot before 2002 when a

to be offered initially to the Education and

3-day seminar on “ Evaluating the issues

Research

of

Examinations:

Parliament of Iran (letters to the RCP,

criteria, measures, and concerns” was run

2003). Having gone through these reports

by a community of measurement scholars

and reviews as well as having chaired

and educational experts in the State

several

University of Esfahan (September, 2002).

Research Councils’ meetings over two

University

Entrance

What emerged out of the conference

Committee

parliamentary,

(ERP)

of

ministerial,

the

and

years, the Parliament passed the bill of

analyses on negative consequences of the

supplanting

UEEs, comparative studies on university

UEEs with students’ academic background.

Entry criteria of successful countries, and

The policy outcome of the Parliament was

proliferation of public concerns about Iran’s

the

103
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centralized
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Universities” (Parliament, 2007) as pointed

the “Sanjesh Organization” (SO)-a central

out before. Taking into account that such

testing

assessment policies require an appreciation

organizing, and scoring the UEEs also

of the socio-educational context in which

known for administering Standard Tests of

the policies are introduced, modified, or

English such as TOEFL, IELTS and GRE.

abandoned (Ross, 2008), a brief description

Fitted to the high school fields of study

of the contextual policies and practices of

(Mathematics, Natural Science, Arts and

the long-lasting UEEs, the alternative

Humanities), each designed UEE consists

proposed,

of two sections that are administered on a

and the associated stakes is

worth providing here.

organization

for

preparing,

three-day schedule for the three high
school fields. The General-Competence

2.1. The UEEs Hurricane in Iran

section (paper) together with the Domain-

Iran has a population of 70 millions, with

Specific section (paper) of the UEE both

almost 15 million students studying at the

include

formal

years),

knowledge of the school curricula, and are

High

machine-scored in a month after the

School (3 years), and Pre-University (1

administrations. Candidates are essentially

year) education levels (in total, 50.3%

evaluated

girls vs. 49.7% boys). At Pre-University

performances on these UEEs with no

level, students may choose to go to higher

school academic achievement records

education

obliged for their final admission and

Primary

Guidance/Secondary

or

less

(5
(3

years),

probably

choose

vocational/technical positions. Entry into

items that require

on

the

academic

basis

on

their

placement.

tertiary levels, in particular into public

As the access to upward social mobility

universities, has been competitive since

in Iran is associated with access to higher

1960’s and got extremely competitive

education,

after Iran’s revolution of 1979 when the

rather-guaranteed employment, the UEEs

number of candidates began to exceed

as gate-keeping means perniciously affect

universities’ capacities. Yearly, over 1

the

million students compete for the UEE that

competition, spreading widely through the

is a Multiple-Choice test administered by

whole society. The governmental premise
104
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based on which the UEEs are built comes

The seriousness of consequences of such

from the policies that individuals can gain

sensitive tests raises the sense that it is the

equal access to higher education despite

test uses and test scores interpretations

their caste, economic status, or any

that, to a large extent, determine the real

personal connection. However, there has

or perceived positive or negative effects

been a growing critical argument against

on

such a claim of equality provision for all

educational staffs, students, policymakers,

members of the society (Shojaee &

administrators, parents, or schools). When

Gholipour, 2005). Studies have indicated

used

the

family

intended

positive

backgrounds on the selective universities

students’

knowledge,

admission through family’s capacity to

performance, etc. On teaching side, for

vest for the test preparation. As a rare

example, these tests help teachers to align

study, Ross (2008) has sketched the

their instruction with standards, and to

current testing evolution, innovation, and

develop

policy challenges in six Asian countries

professionally. On the part of the high-

(Japan, Korea, China, Thailand, Hong

status stakeholders, the UEEs results

Kong and India) and in his overview has

interpretations and uses have potential

described how investment in after-school

positive effects on policymakers and

test coaching is increased in these

administrators’ ability to monitor and

countries. As a contribution to this special

examine educational policies, and to

issue, families’ investment in the UEEs

promote

preparation in Iran has also become a

constructive alterations in the country’s

massive enterprise that could exemplify

program accordingly.

indirect

effects

of

the

challenges to test fairness and equal access

various

stakeholders

responsively,

UEEs

effects

their

any

the

(e.g.,

skills

coaching

required

on

yield

regarding
mastery,

practice

changes

or

In an opposite vein, however, the UEEs

to higher education and mobility.

have

Apart from such equality debates, a

seriously

introduced

negative

consequences to various stakeholders

great deal of discourse exists, both

involved

professional

regarding

program. Since the stakes are high in this

dissatisfaction with the UEEs program.

country, especially in rationing future

and

political,

105
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different

layers
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opportunity as the basis for determining

All the above evidences clearly reveal that

admission to the higher levels or to the

the main criticisms on sustaining with the

employment opportunity as described

UEEs in our nation's schools are“a narrowed

above, the UEEs unintended consequences

curriculum", “reduced opportunities for deep

emerged to have overridden the negative

learning”,“reduced teaching time”,“limited

ones.

consequences

opportunity to assess higher order thinking

entailed harmful effects such as anxiety,

skills”,“no role for students’ years of school

opposing attitudes and despair at times a

background”, and a number of other

failure is caused, loss of motivation, etc.

comparable challenges that all called for the

Apart from such psychological upshots

new policy on university admission criteria.

These

negative

abounding the learning atmospheres, it is
clear that teaching and learning at schools

2.2. The HNAEs as the UEEs Alternative

became more test-like both in content and

Generally speaking, what is targeted to be

form of what is tested. As a result of

assessed by the high-stakes UEEs has

targeting the higher scores in the UEEs,

strongly determined what gets taught and

students’ amount and quality of learning

learnt at the lower stakes. This has a further

have been so much affected that they have

consequence of hampering the learning-

tempted to overvalue the test-needed skills

enhancement mission of the assessment,

and technical efficiency to make test

most

scores go up. Teachers alike are stimulated

unintended negative outcomes have been

to adapt to complex, situation-specific

potentially triggered compared to those

circumstances altering their teaching to

intended

ensure improved test performances of

essentially played out by the policymakers.

learners since the UEEs results are used

Given this reality, what is at the stake is

for

accountability

that reforming the existing examination

purposes. Such demands added greater

system to overcome the possible negative

pressures on teachers “to hurry along the

upshots will enhance the attainment of

curriculum in order to jettison good

learning

constructivist

assessment program. These debates finally

competitive

and

learning-,

and

learner-

occasionally.

outcomes

objectives

Consequently,

that

that

have

underlie

been

any

led into the year 2007’s Act with the

centered practices” (Glenwright, 2002).
106
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purpose of introducing major changes into

Parliaments’

the system of education such as bringing

communications, 2010-2011), in addition

about positive effects on students’ learning

to

as well as overcoming deleterious effects of

discussed above, main reasons for the

the

purposeful inclusion of the HNAE tests, are

high-stakes

entrance

examinations

program.

the

Members

UEEs

(personal

negative

consequences

the essential problems with the current

As described before, the Act of 2007

UEEs.

These

reasons

mainly include

postulates that assessing student cognitive

“Multiple

outcomes through the HNAEs must

performance

gradually replace measuring the same

“cumulative

outcomes through the sustained UEEs.

performances”, “Norm-referencing rather

The HNAE tests are annually provided by

than

the Central Testing Office (CTO) of the

Accountability

Ministry of Education for almost nine

sustaining with the UEE program as a basis

courses annually passed by all third-grade

for making valid inferences about the

students of all high schools across the

educational performance runs counter to the

country. The CTO institute determines the

professional principals asserting that a

construction and rating process of such

single test score should never make the

high

so

basis for the important decisions for

meticulously that the tests are not biased

individuals. Compared with the UEEs, the

against

castes.

known HNAEs are more aligned with the

Heading for the new assessment program,

curricular and instructional proviso in the

students of all four grades of high schools

country to date, also include items on not

and pre-university schools are supposed to

only recognition but also on production

take the HNAEs on a-four-successive-year

skills too.

school

certain

achievement

subgroups

tests

or

Choice-Format”,
criteria”
and

“One-test-

rather

formative

Criterion-referencing”,
demands”.

than
school

and

‘Pure

As

such,

progression (the Act of Student Selection,
2007: 4), rather than taking only the third-

3. A Critical Appraisal: Looking through

grade HNAEs currently available in the

the HDM Evaluation Framework

Ministry of Education.

Reform initiatives of the early 2000s

According to policymakers and the

imply that desired curricular objectives
107
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can be put into high-stakes tests reform to

(1989) and Wall & Horak (2008) has the

shape and pull pedagogical and learning

potential to monitor the program from its

practices in desirable ways that will

earliest stage, and to disseminate results

eventually

about

improve

instruction

and

understanding

the

intermediate

learning quality. Such concerns with a

factors that are at play for the success of a

host of others mentioned above formed the

program like the new student admission

logic of the arguments made by a number

program of Iran.

of policymakers who hold the status that
improved testing will trigger improved

3.1. Antecedents Context

student performances and high-quality

Taken for the purpose of the present

learning. However, experience suggests

evaluation panorama, Henrichsen’s HDM

that the arguments of such a remediation

initially postulates the newly set criterion

are sometimes misguided (Chapman and

(the HNAE) as ‘a change’ in admission

Snyder,

not

program of the universities and then

necessarily ensured. In fact, teaching and

proceeds to evaluate processes by which

learning are multi-input phenomena that

this new criterion is diffused and accepted

might

by

by the program receivers. According to the

manipulation of single factors but, in

HDM, final consequences of the HNAEs

reality, the existence of a multiplex of

are determined not only by the factors that

factors makes a complex constellation of

work during the time the HNAEs are

problems ahead. Therefore, to gauge the

introduced to the system, i.e., during “the

amount of risks and threats involved in

process phase”, but also by a constellation

implementing the introduced alternative,

of

to get assured whether it operates as it

situation” (i.e., the immediate context in

should,

underlying

which the HNAEs are introduced). The

messages and rationales, as well as to

relevant antecedents in our case, as was

scrutinize the feasibility and possibility of

partly touched in section 2 include the

such a change, the theoretical framework

long-lasting UEEs, their content and

of HDM is adopted here. This framework

structure, the traditional type of teaching

of evaluation as raised by Henrichsen

and learning, student performances and

2000)

not

to

be

and

success

easily

exemplify

is

changed

its
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individual’

psychological

(Messick, 1996). Much of the criticism is

status, teacher methodology, and the

heavily on the paucity of any open forum

measurement practices which already

on the characteristics of the intended

influence the amount and types of the

‘users’ and partly on the characteristics of

wash-back in the current system.

the intended ‘user system’ Prior to full

A systematic study at this phase, called

implementation of the new criteria, these

“baseline study” (Weir & Roberts, 1994,

two integrated antecedent factors should

Fekete et al, 1999) should seriously

have been deeply come under a close

analyze four types of antecedents as

scrutiny. The focus of the existing tracks

shown in Graph 1: 1) the characteristics

of the baseline studies in the country, if

of the intended user system (e.g. classroom

done for such a purpose, however, has

factors, cultural factors, economic factors,

been mostly on traditional pedagogical

education

geographical

factors as well as on few user system

factors, political factors, school factors,

characteristics such as classroom factors,

and

the

educational administration, and school

characteristics of the intended users (e.g.,

factors. Except for very few studies done

attitude to classroom teaching, to exams,

on the detriments of the conventional

to new ideas, levels of education, abilities;

criteria of the UEEs (for example,

personal factors;

3)

Hajforoush, 2002; Keivanfar, 2002; Rejali

(e.g.

& Kheradpazhoh, 2002) during the last

coverage of syllabus, content of teaching,

decade, the outcomes of piloting studies

methods

including

administration,

technology

traditional

in

school);

interest;

pedagogical

of

teaching,

2)

goals);
factor

methods

of

teachers’,

students’,

local

classroom assessment); and finally 4) the

experts’, and parents’ feedbacks on the

experience of previous reformers (the

new criteria were not reported nor

outcomes of the earlier attempts to

analyzed systematically.

change).

Therefore, to remove the shackles of

A very telling criticism of the HNAEs-

negative wash-back of the UEEs, not only

based criteria begins with an examination

is it important to investigate the users’

of these four major sources of information

(teachers, students and UEEs candidates)

interpreted as four “evidential links”

factors during the process phase but also
109
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even more vital to investigate them before

(Tests). Because ‘Teacher-centeredness’,

introducing the change to the educational

and ‘Textbook-centeredness’ are also

context. Teachers’ and students’ factors

crucially influential, yet with different

that seem most relevant to a responsive

degrees, the feasibility of the tests-led

implementation and dissemination of the

reform will not have penetrating impact if

HNAEs benchmarks are ‘motivation to

the textbooks materials and practices the

learn about the new admission program’,

books are based on are not coordinately

‘altered

changed. While in some places a textbook

teaching/learning

experience’,
and

functions as supplement to the teachers’

‘confidence in teaching/learning’. Insights

instruction, in our country a textbook

from these factors that reveal how likely it

serves as the basis for much of the input

is that the HNAEs will successfully take

the learners receive, or the content and

hold in the intended context is very scarce

practices they are exposed to in their class.

for the time being.

Recent decentralization initiatives in Iran

‘teaching/learning

autonomy’,

In other words, although the defenders

have not significantly reduced centralized

of the HNAEs-based assessment have

control of school resources (textbook,

criticized the critics, there does not appear

technology, etc. …) yet, and schools are

to be a methodologically solid study

still

showing that this new criterion per se can

curriculum content and textbooks sent to

improve students’ learning as well as

them; moreover, are asked to establish

teachers’

these prescribed texts as the main HNAEs

pedagogy.

To

track

these

assigned

to

apply

conventional

sources.

idealized outcomes as put into policies by
policymakers, there needs to run studies

Feeling recently expressed by some

investigating whether other related factors

Iranian university experts and high school

have been simultaneously altered too, and

teachers is that as long as the textbook

where. With reference to this importance,

regime exists in the ME, practiced

it should be mentioned that education

textbooks and prescribed conventional

program in Iran has emerged to be

materials will encourage teachers to

dominated by two other Ts (Teachers &

reallocate time to those specific contents

Textbooks) in addition to the radical T

that are likely to be tested by the HNAEs
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but not those contents and tasks required

agenda at the ‘process’ phase. HDM at this

to foster student meaningful learning.

level of scrutiny entails understanding of

Thus, despite reinforcing transformation

the ‘source and message of the change’,

policies

interactive

‘plans and strategies for carrying out the

didactic-oriented

change’,‘characteristics of communication’,

textbooks together with didactic-oriented

‘receivers’ awareness and interest’, and

teachers will expose students to the

‘inter-elemental factors of the users, user

decontextualized

and

system and resource system’. In light of the

memorization as before. The unavoidable

first factor, it is worth mentioning that the

roles of the three dominant Ts show that

prerequisites for student admission is laid

evaluation review and a constant revision

out in the Parliament’ Laws (2007) and

to the existing resources are necessary at

records, but there is no separate official

this stage but seemingly the ME has fallen

document, to the best of our knowledge, to

behind in this respect until now. In

be delegated to local educational staffs and

summary, despite endeavors to unlock the

teachers,

potentials through changing the UEE

message about the philosophy behind the

program to the one with a claimed

change or soliciting for any subsequent

systematic contribution to the educational

significant change in teaching, learning, and

improvement, non-existence of antecedent

assessment

studies should have sounded alarm bells

interviews (Authors, 2011, a work in

among policy makers and planners.

progress) done by the present researchers,

toward

instruction/learning,

dynamic

knowledge

providing

contexts.

them

In

with

a

clear

series

of

The complexity is not limited only to

more than 20 teachers and experts reported

such a historical studies but the UEE-

their incompetence about both the message

change campaign must also deal with

of the present change and the plans and

factors that comprise the process portion

strategies that are employed to implement it

(Process Phase) of the change.

by the officials.
Such an ambiguity and imprecision of

3.2. Process Phase

the message(s), subsequently, have slowed

Intended consequences cannot arise unless

down setting out specific plans for

the key factors are properly set on the

classrooms by change agents like teachers.
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Teachers’ preliminary knowledge and

washback,

some of their ideas about the nature of

teaching/learning

their teaching plans or other plans required

schooling program. The question is that

for implementing the new admission

whether the ME, MHE, SO and the

program, moreover, their coping with such

Parliament communication channels about

a new program have not been empirically

the new criteria are clear enough? Wall and

tapped yet. Above this level, when it

Horak (2008) explained that Rogers and

comes to the implementation plans and

Shoemaker(1971).classified communication

strategies at higher organizational level, it

channels as either “mass media”

has been observed that some of the main

“interpersonal”. The mass media channels

examination scenarios of the ME have

in the current case includes the Parliament’s

been retarded too. Designing different

web site and its archives for the passed

HNAEs which can come along with the

laws, the ME’s and MHE’s documents, and

curricular

SO’s web site and weekly magazines. This

objectives

together

with

or

to

impact,

on

the

overall

matters of controversies that have formed

communication frame since 2007, however,

one of the most formidable critiques on

the path from these authorized channels to

the ME.

the interpersonal ones (e.g. colleagues,
school

within

or

seems

students,

working

classroom

deliberations on the Standard tests are still

Another area of controversy caused by

be

and

on

management,

the

impact

the current testing reform is about the

studies…) is not well-followed by the

‘channel’ of communication.

If the

receivers. Although such authorized mass

channels of communication are not well

media are the most accessible sources at the

chosen or the message gets distorted in the

time,

process of transmission, then there will be

teachers, and parents mostly learn from

little chance that the receivers gain the

interpersonal ones, though in differing

awareness required for making reacts as the

degrees. Generally speaking, none of the

originators of the innovation intended (Wall

interviewed teachers, heads, and experts

and Horack, 2008). In case of Iran,

(authors,

policymakers advising on the new program

mentioned any promotional leaflets from

hoped that the HNAEs would have positive

the central and local educational offices.
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The controversy does not end here.

manifestation of their awareness and

Receivers’ awareness, evaluation and

perceptions of the change, then the new

making sense of the changed admission

criteria begin inducing its positive impact

criteria is quite low at present: 2011. Of

during the implementation phase.

receivers, most high school teachers

Hence, in such a progression towards

hopefully know about the nature of the

the intended impacts of the HNAEs, what

HNAE tests and their major sections but

remains to be explored by planners is that

they are not aware of the degree of

whether

contribution of the HNAEs to the final

increasing awareness, understanding, and

admission process, the weight of each

interest that are needed to ease their urden

course constituting the overall GPAs, the

of planning and preparation to change.

role and degrees of teachers’ assessment

4. Future: Consequences Facilitated or

in such a process, the types of assessment

Hindered?

they can employ in their classrooms; nor

The UEEs reform is now under the way as a

are teachers aware of exams security and

most widely favored assessment-led reform

reliable scoring. Teachers need more

in Iran, paving the way for achievement of

exposure to the real and clear policies and

Macro-Concerns of educational assessment.

practices of the new criteria to develop a

The belief that this ideal can immediately

good grasp of the change before giving

solve a range of real educational problems

their students clear messages about the

rests on an often unarticulated theory,

standards that the change represents

however. According to “Diffusion of

(Fullan, 1993). In addition to teachers,

innovation” premise (Rogers, 1983), a

other

multitude

receivers

of

the

program,

in

program

receivers

develop

of interplaying factors

that

particular, school managers, experts and

contribute to the final accomplishment,

students are better to heighten their

sustainability, or rejection of a given

awareness through official transmission of

change are at play. In-depth examination of

information rather than information of

these complex factors yields insights that

dubious

non-official

will assist professionals and policymakers

sources. If receivers’ intention to change

with planning and achieving the reform

towards the desired directions is an early

goals more efficiently. Though the ME has

quality

through
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recently announced interests in evaluating

studies cited a set of qualitative features

the impacts of the new criteria as one of its

that are perceived positively or negatively

research priorities of the 2011 (Research

by the change agents and receivers. Based

Priorities of the ME, 2011), no methodical,

on their arguments, successful adaption of a

systematic study on change impacts and the

change will most likely occur when the

associated factors has been undertaken to

change is perceived to be highly feasible,

date. The urgent need for such an

explicit, relevant, and compatible, but not

evaluation is well argued by Brown (1995)

complex, inflexible, or uncertain. An

who pointed out that evaluation is a heart

analytic glance at the present testing-based

that connects and gives blood to all other

reform reveals a list of similar factors that

program elements. Evaluation in terms of

will, most likely, come facilitative or

change outcomes have been viewed so

hindering in our context. Of these, the most

essential

important

a

process

whose

minimal

inherent

features

are

ignorance will suffice to preserve the

‘complexity’, ‘compatibility’, ‘explicitness’,

change as ‘a still-born baby’.

and ‘form’.

Generally speaking, the UEEs reform

In brief, complexity is defined by Fullan

program has been received positively as it

(2001) as the “difficulty, skill required,

appears to have given rise to a number of

and extent of alterations in beliefs,

learning outcomes, nonetheless, there are

strategies, and use of materials” (p. 78).

points still left unaddressed in this new

Successful diffusion of the new admission

admission program for universities. As a

criteria requires knowing about

significant area, for instance, there is a vital

complexity involved at a number of levels,

need to account for the way that the change

for example, at teacher, student, material,

is experienced by its end-users’ perceptions

and logistic levels. In our case, regarding

since perceptions of a change, views on it,

the skills required, for instance, both

and

the

teachers and students have formal training,

psychological part of the change outcomes.

skills and relative qualifications for getting

Markee (1990), Rogers (1983), and Stoller

results from the HNAEs because they are

(1994) based

conclusions of

familiar with the task types of the HNAEs.

numerous empirical and non-empirical

Yet, regarding the complex psychology of

attitudes

toward

on the

if

form
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perceptions and beliefs needed to take the

developing favorable attitudes toward a

HNAEs perspective into a serious account,

given change when that change is

the present change is not simple but seem

perceived to be visible and explicit. In the

rather complex.

present context, there are indications that

In order to adopt and judge the acceptability

lack

degrees of the UEEs change, relevant to

procedures, as well as invisibility of

complexity

different outcomes of the HNAEs when

perceived,

‘compatibility’

of

clarity

of

completely

Compatibility acts as a cross-check on the

admission criteria in future may hamper

perceptions that arise as a result of

reform efforts and finally threaten those

similarities versus differences observed in

agents who might be satisfied with the

the two competing programs. A very subtle

status

view is that “the HNAEs are exceedingly

Stakeholders’ feedback on the explicitness

compatible to current practices of the ME

of information about the new criteria has

and it is perceived that they likely facilitate

not been taken seriously yet; nor have

the

sufficient feedbacks been obtained on the

policies”.

Yet,

surveys,

quo

of

a

student

indicate

explicitness to making a solid impression

attested

evidences on facilitating roles of the

a

admission.

contribution

empirically

such

sustained

interviews, and case-study results will
further

of

as

and

feature should be also carefully analyzed.

intended

adopted

objectives

perceived

by the receivers.

HNAEs compatibility.

Finally,

of

importance

in

future

As to the ‘explicitness’ factor, potential

adoption is the ‘form’ factor that not only

users of a change should clearly get

supports the types and the nature of the

informed about the rationale, philosophy,

activities and materials employed in

specific goals and objectives boosting that

classrooms and in preparation for the

change. Stoller (1994) puts an emphasis

HNAEs exams but also gives a way to

on the facilitative role of explicitness,

‘how to manage high school classes for

visibility, and other semantically related

future’. The merit is that ME’s teachers

terms through outlining the relevant

are informed about the present HNAEs

literature on these features. In such vein,

activities and materials but they seem not

he

to have concrete ideas about how to plan

argues

for

much

likelihood

of
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their classes in future if the HNAE-based

altitudes) may moves in opposite ways. At

program completely replaces the UEE-

present, the surface layers seems to

oriented program. Conceivably, Iranian

favoring trials for finding out how

teachers start introducing new activities

effectively the new program and its

into their classes only when the change

underpinning policies promote student

has

teaching

deep learning and attainment. However,

materials. Accordingly, it will not be

the deeper layers (higher altitudes) include

unusual that teachers will continuously

diversity of all traditions discussed above.

asses their students based on the existing

It is through the powerful lens of the

activities of the existing ME’s books and

evaluation telescope that a fortuitous

of other materials which are not, for the

position for examining such diversity is

time, in congruence with constructive

achieved. “Tradition has guided transition

theories behind the “assessment culture”

in Iran’s curriculum-assessment reforms”

(Segers & Dochy, 2001) but in reality are

but unless the multi-dimensionality of a

in consistency with the psychometric or

change of such an enormity is thoroughly

“testing culture” (Wolf, Bixby, Glenn and

evaluated from a multiplex perspective,

Gardner, 1991). Such concerns about the

there will be no guarantee that the

‘form’ of a change illustrate that ‘base-

intended practices follows the adopted

line’ evaluation is ubiquitous and has

policies.

been

translated

into

important implications for maintaining
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ﺗﺤﻮل در ﻧﻈﺎم ﭘﺬﻳﺮش داﻧﺸﺠﻮ ﺑﻪ ﺳﺒﻚ ﻛﻨﻜﻮر ﺳﺮاﺳﺮي

ﺷﺎﻳﺴﺘﻪ ﻓﺮ ،1ﻏﻼﻣﺮﺿﺎ ﻛﻴﺎﻧﻲ ،2ﻏﻔﺎرﺛﻤﺮ ،3راﻣﻴﻦ اﻛﺒﺮي
ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ درﻳﺎﻓﺖ90/7/12 :

4

ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ﭘﺬﻳﺮش91/1/26 :

ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت ﻧﻈﺮي و ﺗﺠﺮﺑﻲ ﮔﻮﻧﺎﮔﻮﻧﻲ ﻛﻪ در ﻛﺸﻮرﻫﺎي ﻣﺘﻔﺎوت در زﻣﻴﻨﻪ آزﻣﻮﻧﻬﺎي ﭘﺮ اﻫﻤﻴﺖ ﺳﺮاﺳﺮي اﻧﺠﺎم ﺷﺪه
ﺣﺎﻛﻲ از ﺗﺒﻌﺎت ﻏﻴﺮ ﻗﺎﺑﻞ اﻧﻜﺎري اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ و ﺗﺤﻮل اﻳﻦ آزﻣﻮﻧﻬﺎ درﻛﻴﻔﻴﺖ ﻳﺎدﮔﻴﺮي ،اﺳﺘﺎﻧﺪاردﻫﺎي
ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ ،وﭘﺎﺳﺨﮕﻮﻳﻲ ﻣﻌﺘﺒﺮ ﺑﻪ وﺟﻮد ﻣﻲ آﻳﺪ .دراﻳﻦ راﺳﺘﺎ ،ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺘﮕﺬارﻳﻬﺎي ارزﺷﻴﺎﺑﻲ دﻫﻪ ﭘﻴﺶ در اﻳﺮان ﻧﻴﺰ
ﺗﺤﻮل اﺳﺎﺳﻲ در ﻧﻈﺎم ﻛﻨﻜﻮر-ﻣﺤﻮر ﭘﺬﻳﺮش داﻧﺸﺠﻮرا ﭘﺬﻳﺮا ﺑﻮده اﺳﺖ .آﻧﭽﻪ ﻣﻨﺠﺮ ﺑﻪ اﻳﺠﺎد ﺑﺎرﻗﻪ اﻳﻦ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ
ﺑﺴﻴﺎر ﻣﻬﻢ ﮔﺮدﻳﺪ ،در ﺣﻘﻴﻘﺖ ،اﻓﺰاﻳﺶ آﺳﻴﺐ ﻫﺎ و آﺛﺎر ﻣﻨﻔﻲ ﻣﺰﻣﻨﻲ اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ ﻛﻨﻜﻮر ﺳﺮاﺳﺮي ﻃﻲ ﺳﺎﻟﻴﺎن ﻣﺘﻤﺎدي
ﺑﺮ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﻪ درﺳﻲ ،ﻧﺤﻮه و ﻧﻮع ﻳﺎدﮔﻴﺮي ،آﻣﻮزش ،و ارزﺷﻬﺎي اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ ﺑﺮ ﺟﺎي ﮔﺬاﺷﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ .اﻣﺎ اﻳﻦ ﻧﻜﺘﻪ را
ﻧﺒﺎﻳﺪ دور از ﻧﻈﺮ ﻧﮕﻪ داﺷﺖ ﻛﻪ در ﺑﺴﻴﺎري از ﻣﻮارد ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ و ﺗﺤﻮل در آزﻣﻮﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﺎ ﻣﻮﻓﻘﻴﺖ از ﭘﻴﺶ ﺗﺮﺳﻴﻢ ﺷﺪه و
ﻣﻨﻈﻮر ﻧﻈﺮ ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺘﮕﺬاران ﺧﺎﺗﻤﻪ ﻧﻤﻲ ﻳﺎﺑﺪ .در رﻓﻊ اﻳﻦ ﻣﻌﻀﻞ ،ﭘﮋوﻫﺶ ﻫﺎي ﻣﻮﺟﻮد )وﻳﺮ و راﺑﺮت1994 ،؛ ﻓﻜﺖ
و ﻫﻤﻜﺎران1999،؛ وال و ﻫﻮراك (2008 ،ﺑﻪ وﺿﻮح ﻧﺸﺎن از ﻟﺰوم اﻧﺠﺎم ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت زﻣﻴﻨﻪ اي دارد ،ﻳﻌﻨﻲ ﺑﺮرﺳﻲ و
ارزﺷﻴﺎﺑﻲ ﺑﺴﺘﺮ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ و وﻳﮋﮔﻴﻬﺎي زﻣﻴﻨﻪ اي ﻛﻪ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮدرآن آﻏﺎز و ﺑﺴﻂ ﻣﻲ ﻳﺎﺑﺪ .ﻟﺬا ﺑﺮرﺳﻲ ﻣﻴﺰان ﻣﻮﻓﻘﻴﺖ ،ﻋﻤﻠﻲ،
و ﻣﻔﻴﺪ ﺑﻮدن ﺗﺤﻮل ﻧﻈﺎم ﭘﺬﻳﺮش داﻧﺸﺠﻮ در ﻗﺎﻟﺐ ﭼﻨﻴﻦ ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت زﻣﻴﻨﻪ اي دو ﭼﻨﺪان ﺿﺮوري ﺑﻪ ﻧﻈﺮ ﻣﻲ رﺳﺪ.
از اﻳﻨﺮو ،ﻧﻮﻳﺴﻨﺪﮔﺎن اﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺑﺎ اﺗﺨﺎذ ﻣﺪل ﻧﻈﺮي ﻫﻨﺮﻳﭽﺴﻦ ) (1989ﻳﻌﻨﻲ "ﻣﺪل ﺗﺮﻛﻴﺒﻲ ﺑﺴﻂ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ" ﻛﻪ
ارزﺷﻴﺎﺑﻲ ﻫﺮ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮآﻣﻮزﺷﻲ از ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ ﻣﻨﻈﺮ ﻣﺘﻔﺎوت را ﻻزم داﻧﺴﺘﻪ ،ﺿﻤﻦ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ وﻳﮋﮔﻲ ﻫﺎ و ﻋﻮاﻣﻞ ﻣﻮﺟﻮد در
ﺑﺴﺘﺮ ﻓﻌﻠﻲ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ ﺑﻪ ارزﺷﻴﺎﺑﻲ ﻧﻘﺎداﻧﻪ ﺗﺤﻮل اﻳﺠﺎد ﺷﺪه در ﻧﻈﺎم ﭘﺬﻳﺮش داﻧﺸﺠﻮ ﻣﻲ ﭘﺮدازﻧﺪ .در اﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ اﺑﺘﺪا ﺑﻪ
ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺘﮕﺬارﻳﻬﺎي ﻋﻠﻤﻲ و ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴﻦ ﻣﺤﺘﻮي ﻣﺮﺗﺒﻂ در اﺳﻨﺎد رﺳﻤﻲ ﺑﺎﻻدﺳﺘﻲ ﻛﻪ زﻣﻴﻨﻪ ﺳﺎز اﻳﺠﺎد ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ و ﺗﺤﻮل در
ﻧﻈﺎم ارزﺷﻴﺎﺑﻲ ﻳﺎدﮔﻴﺮي ﺑﻪ وﻳﮋه ﺗﺤﻮل آزﻣﻮﻧﻬﺎي ﺳﺮاﺳﺮي و ﻧﻈﺎم ﭘﺬﻳﺮش داﻧﺸﺠﻮ ﺑﻮده ﭘﺮداﺧﺘﻪ ﻣﻲ ﺷﻮد .ﺳﭙﺲ
ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ ﻫﺎ ،ﻣﺒﺎﻧﻲ ﻧﻈﺮي ،و ﺗﺒﻌﺎت ﻋﻤﻠﻲ آزﻣﻮﻧﻬﺎي ﻛﻨﻜﻮر ﺳﺮاﺳﺮي در ﻛﻨﺎر آزﻣﻮﻧﻬﺎي ﭘﺬﻳﺮش داﻧﺸﺠﻮ در ﻣﻼك
ﺟﺪﻳﺪ )ﺳﺎﺑﻘﻪ ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻠﻲ داوﻃﻠﺒﺎن( ﺑﻪ ﻃﻮر ﻣﺒﺴﻮط اراﺋﻪ ﻣﻲ ﮔﺮدد .ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻠﻲ اﻳﻦ ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﺿﻤﻦ اﻳﻨﻜﻪ ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ
ﺑﻮدن ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ ﻫﺎ و ﭘﻮﻳﺎﺋﻲ روﻳﻜﺮدﻫﺎي ارزﺷﻴﺎﺑﻲ را ﻣﻮرد ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﻗﺮار ﻣﻲ دﻫﺪ ،ﺑﻪ ﺗﺒﻴﻴﻦ و ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻓﺮﺻﺖ ﻫﺎ،
ﺗﻬﺪﻳﺪﻫﺎ ،و ﭼﺎﻟﺶ ﻫﺎي ﭘﻴﺶ رو در ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ و ﺗﺤﻮل اﺗﺨﺎذ ﺷﺪه ﻣﻲ ﭘﺮدازد.
واژه ﮔﺎن ﻛﻠﻴﺪي :آزﻣﻮﻧﻬﺎي ﭘﺮ اﻫﻤﻴﺖ ﻛﺸﻮري ،ﺗﺤﻮل ﻧﻈﺎم ارزﺷﻴﺎﺑﻲ ،ﭘﻴﺎﻣﺪﻫﺎ و اﺛﺮات آزﻣﻮن ،ﺳﺎﺑﻘﻪ ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻠﻲ.
.1داﻧﺸﺠﻮي دﻛﺘﺮي ﮔﺮوه زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﻴﺴﻲ داﻧﺸﻜﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻲ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس ﺗﻬﺮان.
 .2داﻧﺸﻴﺎر ﮔﺮوه زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﻴﺴﻲ داﻧﺸﻜﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻲ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس ﺗﻬﺮان.
 .3اﺳﺘﺎدﻳﺎر ﮔﺮوه زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﻴﺴﻲ داﻧﺸﻜﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻲ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس ﺗﻬﺮان.
 .4اﺳﺘﺎدﻳﺎر ﮔﺮوه زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﻴﺴﻲ داﻧﺸﻜﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻲ ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﺗﺮﺑﻴﺖ ﻣﺪرس ﺗﻬﺮان.
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